05.10.18

CTP call

Alan Lulloff, Thuy Patton, Carey Johnson, Laura Algeo

CNMS webinar with Bradford Hartley is up next for May 11th

Hydrology – appeals period, CFR public notice requirements? Changes in BFE? Careful using terminology about appeals – hydrology only CLOMR does not meet requirements for development in an area. Indiana and MN have a hydrology review board, any changes have to be approved by them. This would be a good best practice in the future. UDFCD – they are a LOMR review partner. In MD all hydrology is on a website.

5year plan implementation – LOMR review partners concept is moving ahead. Met with the PTS to figure out how to get the policy document ready, either a guidance or standard or other type of policy document. Spring of next year to have training to folks who are interested in applying and then next summer/fall for the selections – would be executed in 2020. Entities that provide people access to these engineering models may conflict with FEMA authoritative models- being a LOMR review partner would help mitigate this.

Validation components for CNMS are guidance on how to best determine how to assess those points-BLE guidance is beefy compared to CNMS guidance.

PREP for ASFPM – CTP meeting is 3-5pm on Monday. Rm number 129B

State of the CTP – Laura Algeo, review for sub cmte, and ice breaker – Al will send out the invite to the CTP’s who are attending or will attend. Will provide an email draft – to send out to ctp’s.

June CTP monthly – detailed info on the ctp meeting/happy hour info. Write up a quick article on the sub committee meeting and social. Deadline laura will check, maybe send articles in the week before memorial day – send to alix and laura or Ashley.

Thursday CTP session? Discussion on CTP topics – maybe LiDAR? Laura said they could ask for interest in different webinars? Laura to check with alix from some of the working groups to see if they have any ideas.

Ice breaker, looking for venues, working with a local person. Will need to send out a notice early enough before people to book flights. Possibly have some budget for providing food.

CTP and CRS award for Tuesday luncheon?

Lidar is the next possible topic for webinar – will have a poll during the CNMS webinar and some best practices from Indiana or from Colorado or Kentucky.